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SUMMARY

The optical principle of the NACA ultrahigh-speed camera is
explained. This camera has been operated in the NAC!Alaboratories
at the rate of 400,000 frames (photographs) per second, and speeds
up to 1,000,000 or more frames per second are anticipated. The
camera has been used in the study of knock in the reciprocating
spark-ignition engine.

Simplified sketches are included illustrating the optical
principle and main design features of the camera, but without minor
design details. The inherent aberrations of the optical system are
discussed. .Photographs of the camera are preeented. A sample of
photographs of the phenomenon of knock taken with the camera at
200,000 frames per ~COd is included to illustrate the quality
of the work done with the camera.

INTRODUCTION

The NACA ultrahigh-speed camera has been developed during the
period 1939-47 for use in the study of bock in the reciprocating
spark-ignition engine. The camera is based on an optical principle
invented early in 1939. The basic principle of operation is described
in reference 1. The ultrahigh-speed canmra has been successfully
operated at rates as high as 400,000 frames (photographs) per second
and is expected to operate eventually at 1,000,000 or “moreframes
per seoond.

Before the development of the ultrahigh-speed camera, the NACA
had used a camera operating at the rate of 40,000 i%ames per second
in the knock studies (reference 2).
at 40,000 frames per seccmd revealed
knock, the need of a higher speed to
was apparent early in 1939.

Contrary b the experience with

Although the photographs taken
much new information concerning
reveal all details of knock

the camera of reference 2,
great dlfficfiltywas en-&mntered in successful operation of th6
ultrahigh-speed camera. The difficulty never involved the optical
principle of the camera, but rather the mechanical details. The
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camera is now in routine operation at 400,000 frames per second,
however, and is being limited to that speed in order that an exten-
sive set of photographs of the knock phenomenon may be obtained
before the camera is subjected to the slightly greater risks
involved in the higher speeds.

The new camera Is of the optical-compensator type, In the
sense that the photographic image is raj+dly moved from one part of
the film to another while optical elements com~ensate, during the
actual exposure time of an individual image, for the relative motion
between Image and film. The optical system has one basic point in
common with the optical system described in reference 2 but 5.sso
different in details that the two systems appear superficially to
be entirely dissimilar,

A large number of optical-compensatingdevices are known, and
one or another is used in any case where the picture-taking rate
Is so high that the film cannot be moved intermittently (except ‘
with spark photography). In all these devices, compromises must be
made between various desirabk but conflicting characteristics.
The devioe described herein is probably capable of attaining a
higher mechanical speed than any other optical compensator known
to this author. In exchange for the high mechanical speed, the
camera design requires some sacrifice in optical speed and quality
of definition, and also does not allow the projection of the photo-
graphs as a motion picture without a frame-by-frame reprinting
process. The sacrifice in quality of definition is important only
when the scale of the moving objects to be studied is nwwglnally
small, Even with marginal size of moving objects to be studied,
an increase in picture.takfng rate Un readily be ehown to compen-
sate exactly for a proportional increase in diameter of the circle
of confusion. Increase in picture-taking rate makes possible the
use of a telephoto lens as objective, with proportional increase of
magnification ratio on the photosensitive film. The increased
picture-taking rate compensates for the increased speeds of motion
resulting from the greater magnification ratio. Furthermore, lost
definition can be at least partly regained by a further decrease in
optical speed. In the study of’knock, the quality of definition
and the optical epeed of the new ~mera have been sufficient to
realize the full benefit of the increased mechanical speed up to
400,000 frames per second.

The principle of operation of the new camera is fully explained
herein. The illustrative sketches, however, are simplified to
reveaL only the ~in design features without going into minor
design details.
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Acknowledgment is made to Alois I@sek, Jr.,. for valuable mg-
$es%i.onswhioh made possible a m.terial reduction in nmiher of
lenses required in the oamera as well as sonw improvement In defi-
nition. A mechanical shutter to control over-all operating thue
of the oamera was devised by Newell D. sanders and a later elec-
tronic light control for the same yurpose was develoyed by Gordon
E. Osterstrom with some contributions from the author. All of
these men are ~mhers of the Cleveland laboratory staff.

This di.soussionwlll be conoerned primarily with the optioal
features of the camera andwill not go into details of the motive
@wer for the rotating part of the oamera. During the first few
years of development, the motive power was supplied by an air
turbine developed at the University of Virginia (referenoe 3).
During the past 3 years, however, the air-turbine drive has been
abandoned and an electrm&netio suspension and drive have been
developed for the oamera rotor. The electromagnetic system was
based ona similar develo~nt at the University of Virginia (ref-
erenoe 4), but with some novel features. The electromagnetic
system has been developed primarily by Theodore Male, with some
contributions %y Thomas A. IkJlas, Richard P. Krebs, and the author,
all of the NINA teohnioal staff.

RAKCCPRINC121X OF OJ?TICALSYSTEM

The ultrahigh-speed oamera is of the optioal-co?npensatortype.
The photosensitive film 2s entirely stationaq, and rotating
mirrors with a system of stationary lenses producs a succession of
stationary images at different positions on the film. The camera
is similar to the oamera described in reference 2 only in the fact
that both oameras form primary images at positions far from the
photosensitive film and perform meohanioal operations on the light
beams at the positions where the primary inwges are formal. The
elemntary prinoiple of the new oamera is illustrated in figure 1
ina form designed to take a series of only two successive photo-
graphs.

The optioal elements in fiqure 1 are a rotating plane mirror,
a stationary condensing lens, and a stationary objeotive lens
arranged with two pairs of stationary refocusing lenses on an aro
of an imaginary cirole having the rotating mirror as a oenter.
The stationary photosensitive film is arranged along the am of
another circle, of larger diameter, also with the rotating mirror
as a oenter.

.
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TheIobjeatfve lens in figure 1 is focused to produce a stationary
prinary image of the photographic obJect on the surface of the rotating
mirror. The condensing lens, whose funotion will be desoribed later,
is located so close to the rotating mirror and to the stationary
primary image that it has little effect on the formation of the pri~rY
image or on the secondary images formed by the refocusing lenses on
the photosensitive film.

Because the primary image is formed on the surface of the rotating
mirror, the beam of light reflected by the rotating mirror revolves
about the primary image ag a center. The reflected %eam revolves,
of course, with an angular velocity twice as great as the angular
velocity of the mirror itself. When the refleoted beam in its roti-
tion passes over refocusing lens pair 1, this lens pair forms sta-
tionary secondary image 1 on the photosensitive film at the position
indicated in the figure. At this time no light is passing tfioq
refoousfng lens pair 2, except a small amount oaused by diffuse reflec-
tion frdm the rotating mirror and by flare from the other lenses;
consequently refocusing lens pair 2 forms no appreciable secondary
image. A little later, however, after the mirror has rotated through
one-half the angular displaceunt between the two pairs of refocusing
lenses, the reflected light beam passes through refocusing lens pafr 2.
Stationary secondary image 2 is then formed on the photosensitive
filmat the position indicated in the figure, but secondary image 1
is then dark.

The fundamental funotion of a lens IS to focus all rays of
light coming from any given point at one conjugate focus to a corres-
ponding point at the other oonjugate focus, regardless Of the dfiec-
tion in which the rays leave the gtven point at the first conjugate
focus. As the primary image formed on the rotating mirror is sta-
tionary and is located at the first conjugate focus of the refocusing
lens pairs 1 and 2, the secondary images formed on the photosensitive
filmat the second conjugate focuses of refocusing lens pairs 1 and 2
are also stationary, regardless of the rotation of the reflected
beam about the primary image as a center. The rotation of the reflected
beam constitutes only a change in direction of the light rays leaving
any particular point in the primary image and, aocording to the fun-
damental function of a lens, all the rays must go to the same point
in the secondary image regardless of the change of direction of the
rays. (The discussion inthls paragraph applies only to the question
of translational motion of the secondary images as a whole. The
rotation of the reflected beam does introduce aberrations that are
discussed in the section Disadvantages and Aberrations.)

The function of the condensing lens shown in figure 1 is to
oause all, or nearly all, the light from the objective lens to go

“
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tlu?ough’”oneof the refocusing lens pairs at the same time. The con-
densiriglens is placed with its rear Side tm~ard the objective lens
and refocusing lenses and with its priucipal focus on the arc of the
circle on which the objective and refocusing lenses are amed.
With this anange~nt, ~ i~ge of the oh~ectj.ve lens is formed in
the reflected light be~ on the circular arc. As this image of the
objective lens is located at the same distance from the condensing
lens as is the objective lens itself, the image of the objective
lens has the same size as the obJective lens. If, however, the
image of the objecttve lens has the same size as the objective lens,
tbn the cross section of the ~flec~d light ben at the point “
where the ~ge of the ot~ecti~e lens is fo~ed must have the 8aEW
size and shape as the obJective lens. The refocusing lenses have
the-same diamters as the objective lens and therefore with this
arrangement, the cr~~s section of me reflected beam is just right
to allow all the beam to paSS through one of’the refocusing lens
pairs at one time.,.

If only one ~ir of refocusing lenses were used in figure 1,
*he csmera would be simply a ‘~still”camera with an extremely h@h-
speed shutter, and for sonm purposes such a shutter ina still
csmera might have some advantages. With the two pairs of refocusing
lenses, as shown inf~ure Z, the system is equivalent to two still
cameras with high-speed shutters tl?.mdto go off at slightly
different times. -

—

DESIGN FEATUIZES

optical Arrangement Used In Practice

Obviously more than two pairs of refocusing lenses can be used
$nthe arrangement shown in figure l- in fact, as -ny pairs of
refocusing lenses can be used as may be crowded into the usable
circular arc about the primary image as a center- and a secondary
imge may be formed by each pair of refocusing lenses in succession.

b order to obtain the greatest possible number of refocusing-
-‘lenspairs, the circular arc upon which these lenses are arranged
must be extended througbut a greater angle than is permissible
with a condensing lens of reasonable proportions. This difficulty
is eliminated in practice by dispensing with the condensing lens
and grinding the rotating mirror with a concave spherical surface. .
instead of a plane surface. If the spherical mirror surface is -
ground with its center of curvature at a mint on the same cir-.
cular arc on which the objective lens and refocusing lenses are

,-

.
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arranged, this mirror surface perfcnxm the cabined functions of the
rotating plane mirror and the condensing lens shown in figure 1. The
usable circular arc can then be extended considerably more than 90°
to each side of the objective lens. (Refocusing lenses are shown in
fig. 1 on only one side of the objective lens; they can, however, be
ylaced on both sides.) With large angles of incidence of the light
beam on the rotating concave mirror, the image of the objective lens
formed in the reflected beam is not good; the poor quality of this
i?mge, huwever, has only slight effect on the quantity of light trans-
mitted through a refocusing lens at one time.

In the placing of refocusing lenses on each side of the objective
lens, a difficulty ariseq in that no refocusing lens canbe placed
in the same posttion,as the objective lens. Consequently, if the
refocusing lenses are placed as closely together as possible, the
succession of refocusing lenses must be broken at the time the reflected
light beam passes over the,objective lens. This difficulty can be
overcome by raising or lowering the reflected beam to a different
level from that of the incident beam. If the axis of the incident
beam lies in a horizontal plane, with the axis of rotation of the
concave mirror vertioal, and if the mirror Is ground with its center
of curvature on”a higher or lower level than the plane of the incident
beam, then the reflected beam extends out above or below the plane of
the incident beam and passes over or under the obflectlvelens without
fnterferenoe as it rotates. Such an arrangement, furthermore, allows
the use of a rotor with a number of concave mirror surfaces reflecting
beams on different levels as shuwn in figures 2 and 3.

The ultrahigh-speed camera Is shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b)
as used in practice, except that pmchanical details are greatly sim-
plified. Figure 2(a) is a horizontal section through the central
plane of the camera and figure 2(b) is a vertical section, also
through a central plane. The rotor.has six concave spherical..reflec-
tlng surfaces; each surface throws the reflected light beams succes-
sively through each of 15 lenses on one of six different levels. In
figure 2(a) the apertures for the 15 lenses may be seen on each of
three levels below theplane of the paper. The other three levels
are above the plane of the paper. In figure 2(b) all six levels of
refocusing-lens apertures may be seen, but seven of the lenses on
each level are above the plane of the paper and are not shown.

~ The photosensltivefilm, as shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b),
is arranged in 15 vertical strips instead of six horizontal strips.
Arrangement-tinhorizontal strips would require that each film strip
be cut in sticha manner that when laid down on a flat surface the
strip would form an approximately circular arc, This peculiar and
inconvenientmanner of cutting would be necessary in order that the

.
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center lfnes of the strips would
zontal planes when fitted to the
sphere. With the arrangement of

7

conform approximately with hori-
inner surface of the ftlm-holding
the fi@ in 15 vertical strips

o=inary roll film (but specially cut 7/8 in. wide) can be used
wtth sufficiently accurate fit about the spherical film-holding
surface.

In the present design of the camera, the over-all picture-
taking time must be limited to the interval required for one
complete revolution of the camera rotor. This limitation is
provided by timing a flash of light to last only for this interval
of time. The light source is a battery of xenon-filled flash
tubes though which a bank of condensers is discharged. The Ordi-
nary uncontrolled discharge of a oondenser through a flash tube
allows such a gradual decay of the lQht radiation as to be quite

~ unsuitable for the purpose. In order to avoid the gradual decay,
a sufficient condenser capacsityis used to naintain practically
constant light intensity for the entire time interval desired. At

. the end of this time interval, an electronic timing oircuit causes
the xenon-filled flash tubes to be short-cirouited by a grid-
controlled.aro tube. The short-circuiting of’the flash tubes
causes the light decay to take @ace wtthin cmly a few microseconds.

Ir.the actual ultrahigh-speed camera four objective lenses
are used,.instead of one as in figure 1, for reasons that will be
explained. These four obJective lenses are all visible in the
seotion of figure Z(a), and the apertures for two of these obJec-
tive lenses my be seen in’figure 2(b”);the apertures for the
other two objective lenses are above the plane of the paper in

.fig~e 2(b). Light enters the camera thzmtighthe “qjster aperture”
shown in figure 2(b) and is reflected”by the four 45 mirrors shown
infi@re 2(a) through the four objective lenses to the camera
rotor. Only one of the 45° mirrors is shown in figure ?(b).

With oply one objective lens, whole photographs could not be
tak6ricontinuously for one complete rotatio’nof the camera rotor,
with the arrangement otherwise as shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b),
bechuse the pr+mary image would be split by the camera rotor when- -
ever the intersection of two adjacent rotor faoes passed over the
primry image. A> such times the light falling on one of the rotor
faces would be reflected out through one pair of refocusing lenses
at the same time that the light from another rotor face was being

,, reflected through another pair of refocusing lenses. Two partial
seconda~ images would be formed, one on one of the 15 film strips,

b another on another of the film strips. The two partial images
could be fitted together to form a complete image, but an arrange:
ment that would form whole images at all ‘timeswas prefsnwwl,

. .,

,,
.
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A continuous, untformly timed series of whole imajes for a com-
pbte revolution of the rotor can be obtained with two obJective 1.SnSef3
fo~ng two primary f~ges on the refle&@ fa~s of ;he rotor such
as the upper two images or the lower two images shown :n figure 3.
The *O images must be Of the proper size and must be ]Osi-bioned in
such a manner tht both j.~ges will fall on a si~le ~tor fa~ at the
M3MS ti~ when the fa~ fs in thg correct position (figs. 2(a) and 3).
If the two objective lenses are arranged with an angular spacing
eqlla~ti an exact multiple of the ~ular s~c~~ betwe>n *O adjacent
pairs of refocusing lenses (the multiple is 3 in the ao-.ualcamera),
then the two nflec~d light be~s leav~ the rotor frcm the pod.tiOn8

of the *O primary images will pass through different pairs of refo-
cusing lenses at the ~1.usti~ so low as the two pri~~r i~ges are
fallhg on the same rotor face. with this arra~e~nt, It all ti~s
when a rotor-face intersection iS passing over onqof the primary
images the other pri~ry -e is fallf~ full on a rotor face d
whole secondary imges are being fomed corresponding to “he priITISZ’Y
image that is falling full on a ~tor fa~. mole seoondery images
are consequently formed on OIM fih strip or another throughout the
entire period of rotation of the rotor. .

ro~”obJective lenses, and four pr~ry images, are actual.~
used in the camera in order to double the n~ber of pictures taken
during a single revolution of the ~~ra rotor and to double the
pioture-taking rate. Because of mechanical,considerations, a space
had to be left between adjacent refocusing-lens pairs nearly as
great as the diameter of a lens: With only two objective lenses,
therefore, the camera would be blind during the time that the reflected
heame were falling on spaces betieen adjacent refocusing lenses.
With two pairs oflobjective lenses, offset from each other by an
~urlt equal to lE times the angular spacing between adjacent refocusing-
lens pairs, photographs can be t~ken with one of the two pairs of
objective lenses while the other pair is blind. A series of 102
consecutive photographs is taken during one complete turn of the
rotor by each of the two lens pairs. The two seriee of 102 photo-
=phs altemte chronologically throughout so that they can be inter-
spersed to form one uniformly timed series of 204 photographs.

When all four primary images are falling full on a single rotor
face, and sometimes when two of the -primaryimages are falllng full
on one rotor face and the other two primary images are falling full
on an adjacent rotor face, two whole secondary images are exposed
at the same time, In such cases the better of the two images is
selected for use and the other is discarded. The result i8 that
24 full images are used on the central one of the 15 vertical film
strips, 18 images are used on each of the 4 film strips closest to
the central film strip (2 on each side of the central strjp), 12 im!wes
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are used on each of the 8 film strips nefi”farther out (4 on each
side of the central strips), and 6 images are used on each of the
two outermost film strips - 204 images in all.

The positions of the 90 pairs of refocusing lenses and the
four objective lenses ~e shown in figure 4 as they appear-on the
developed.surface of-the spherical wall of the rotor &amber in
which they are mounted. As shown in the figure, the-refocusing
lenses do no% form straight horizontal rows nor do they form
straight vertical rows exoept in the central position. The four
objective lenses, on the other hand, are a“~nged in a straight
horizontal row in the central yosition.

The refocusing lenses are not arranged in straight horizontal
rows because the reflected light beams in their rotation about the
primary images do not maintain a oonstant angle with the central
horizontal plane. Instead, each rotatimg reflected beam rises to
a maximum level when it is directly over (or under) the objective
lens from which it orig~lly came, and drops to a lower level as
it rotates to either side of that position. The refocusing lenses
are not arranged in straight vertical rows because the reflected
beams that are deflected farthest from the central horizontal plane
have greater angular velocities in their projections on the centra”l
horizontal plane than do the rpflected beams that are less deflected.
from the central plane. The arrangement of the lenses iiivertical
rows that are progressively more curved from the,center outward is
necessary in order that the same picture-taking frequency will obtain
for one bank of 15 lenees as for another bank.

All of the refocusing lanses except the outermost six on each
side in figure 4 form ~re t& one secondary image that is actually
utilized. In all oases one of the images, fozmed by one of the four
reflected beams, calls for a slightly different position of the
refOUcUs~ lens than does any of the other tiges formiid._”by some

other one of the four reflected hems. If the refocusing lens is
not placed at the proper elevation for one of the reflected beams,
then only part of the light from that beam passes through the lens;
if the refocusing lens i.snot located properly from side to side,
then the ph.ctog~ph iS not taken at quite the ri~ht time. Th.8bllS
positions shown infigme 4, however, represent a very satisfactory
compromise between the requirements of the four different reflected
beams.

Camera Dimensions

The camera rotor measures approximately 1# inchs through from

the center of one reflecting faoe to the center of the opposite-
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reflecting face. The length of the ff-axis prismatic rotor, measured
2along the prismatic axis, Is about l~-~inohes. The rotor in the orlg-

ginal turbins-drivenmodel had only ~“short cylindrical extension at
to and bottom, dff axis as referred to the hexagonal prism, about

r1 2 inch In diame-terand 3/8 inch long, KIM oylindrioal extensions
at both ends were used in the mounting of the rotor during machining
and in the balancing of the rotor. In the actual spindng of’the
rotor, however, only the lower cylindrical extension was used for
mounting and the upper extension was unrestrained. In ~he later
electromagnetic suspension and drive, the rotor has been provided
with a much larger cylindrical extensioh above to act as m armature
and a somewhat larger oylindrioal extensioa below for control pur-
poses. ..

The radius of curvature for the oonoave spheric-alreflecting.
surfaces on the rotor is S+ inches.

4
The fooal

and outer refocusing lenses are + inches, and

and objective lenses have l/2-inch diameters.

lenses are arranged at the surface of a sphere

lengths of both inner

both refocusing lenses

The inner refocusing

of S}-inch radius
4

whose cen+er iS located 9/16 inch away from the axis of rotation of’
the rotor. The inner refocusing lenses are separated from the outer
refocusing lenses about 7/8 inch. The film strips are ar=nged about

the surface of a sphere whose radius is 112* inches, with the same

center as the 5~-inch sphere on which the inner refocusing lenses

are arranged. l@tead of being mounted inside an actual metallic
sphere as shown in figures 2 and 3, the film strips are actually
mounted In individual curved holders conforming to the surfaoe of an
imaginary sphere.

The film strips are 7/8 inch wide. This width iS sufficient to
allow for the fact that on the outer strips the images formed by the
refocusing lenses on the central levels are not in the same horizontal
positions as the images formed by the refocusing lenses on the upper
and lower levels.

The four primary Mages formed on the rotor are each 1/4 inch In
diameter; the secondary images formed on the film strips have the
same size, The images could, of course, be made smaller at will,
but they oannot be made larger If whole imges are to be formed
throughout the entire series of 204 frames.

Rotor Drive and Camera Operation

The first motive power used for the oamera rotor was an air tur-
bine.
e%er,

The rotor was m~unted on a piano-wire shaft, 0.039 inch+ diam-
and spun like a top with shaft below but no shaft above.

.

.

b

.
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The balancing

.

11

or the rotor for operation..withthe air turbine
was a difficult problem and will not be discussed in detail herein.
The rotor, as shown in fj.gures2 and 3, has the appearance of being
mounted off axis and therefore presumably out of balanoe, The rotor,
however, is approximately a regular hexagonal prism. The ellipsoid
of iuertia of a prism with a re$ular polygon cross section is a
spheroid whose axis ooinoides with the axis of the prism. Further-
more, the length of the oamera rotor is almost exactly right to
make the inertial spheroid aotually a true sphere. The rotor is
therefore approxi~tely in balanoe about any axis that passes
through the center of gravity of the prismatic portion and may be
mounted off the axis of the prism, The balancing of the near-
spherical body, however, is dif’fioult. As the shape of a rotating
body is changed to approach the spherioal oondition, the critic-al
speeds associated with dynamio unbalance kcome greater and, as the
critioal speeds become greater, the necessary degree of dynamic
balance to pass mely through the oritioal speds increases. Theo-
retioall.y,as the rotor approaches the spherioal condition the
critioal speeds associated with dynamic unbalanoe bemme great With-
out limit and failure of the shaft at a critioal speed uy he pos-

itively assured even with infinitesimal unbalance. In order to
pass through a critioal speed successfully or to operate above the
critical speed, the true axis of the spheroid of inertia must
coinoide with the abaft axis within the allowable limit of angular
deflection. Consequently, the true axis of the spheroid of inertia
must he located and made to coinctde wtth the axis of the rotor
shaft, When the rotor approaches the spherioal oondition very ‘
olosely (but never actually reaching it in prmtj.cc), the true axis
of the inertial spheroid may be extremely difficult to determine.

The rotor used in the oamera, (figs. 2 and 3), does not actually
have its ends cut perpendicular to the prismatic axis. The differ-
ence from per~endicularity is sufficient to move the axis of the
inertial spheroid entirely around to the position of the shaft axis,
even though the difference is not perce@ible to the eye.

With the rotor used in the oamera, approximately 1$ inches

across flats, and with the 0.039-inch-diameter shaft, the critioal
speed at which shaft failure most often occurred was about 12W rps.
Before the rotor could be spun through this critical speed con-
sistently, 3 years of experimentation on mounting and balancing of
the rotor were required. Consistent spinning of the rotor at 5500 rp,
corresponding to a picture-taking rate of 1,122,000 frames per second,
was finally accomplished. The oamera could not be operated at this
speed, hcfwever. The air-turbine drive had to be abandoned beoause
it was never possible to avoid the fling%ng and spattering of oil
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that came thro~h the babbitt Journal bearing. .The high vacuum maint-
ained in the camera chamber promoted th# spattering. Although
only a very small amount of oil oame throu@ the bearing, this oil
orept up the shaft onto the rotor and was fl~ off onto the 94 lenses
M the wall of the ohamber in spite of numerous labyrinths and.sealing
devices that were tried.

One photographic shot of the phenomenon of knqok was obtained
with the air-turbine drive operating at 1000 rps, or with a picture-
taking rate of 204,000 frames per seoond. Even a% this rate, the

, 94 lenses in the chamber wall became fogged too badly for continued
use after only six shots, five of which,were not timed oorreotly to
catch the knock phenomenon.

After the afr-turbine drive was abandoned, about 3 years wero
devoted to the develo~ent of an eleotromagnetlo suspension and drive
for the rotor, This development, which eliminates all need for
lubrication by substituting a magnetic,bearing for the babbitt journal
bearing, has been successful and the camera is now in operation with
the electromagnetic suspension and drive at 400,000 frames per second.

Photographic Views Of Camera

.

.

A photograph of the assembled camera taken from the right front
is presented in figure 5. Just below the inch scale maybe soon tho
alum’inumhousing for the magnetic-suspension and drive coils for tho
oamera rotor. A nUmber of electrical connections extend from the
aluminum housing to the electronic cabinet, a small portion of which
is visible at the right of the figure. Immdiatelybelow the aluminwn
housing appears the black-painted semicylindrical evacuated chamber
in whioh the camera rotor is suspended,JThe hemisphorioal portion
of the evacuated chamber is inside the camera toward the rear and
cannot be seen in this view.

The 2-inch pipe screwed into the upper part of the semicylin-
drioal chamber connects this chamber, through a right-angle turn and
a bellows, to a high-capacity diffusion pump, the upper part of which
may be seen in the right foreground. Just below the 2-inch pipe, a
3/4-inch flange pro~ects forward from the semicylindrimal chamber.
This flange, originally intetied for nmunting, marks the central
horizontal plane of the chamber. The optical portion of the oamera
rotor is looated within the chamber on the same level as this flange.

Beneath the semioylindrical chamber are levellng screws, base
plate, and supporting stand with eloctri.oaloutlets,

.

Above’the inch scale appears a black crackle-finished light box,
which provides the flash of light for taking piotures, and thro@
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whtch the light from the photographic object enters the camera. The
heavy cable leading from the f~nt of the”light box to t~e side of
the electronic cabinet supplies the condenser discharge to a battery
of five xenon-filled flash tubes located inside the light box.

About 2 inches above the lar~e cable connection at the front
of the light box may be seen a ~rge rectangular aperture, and on
a higher level s-what farther back a~ther rectangular aperture.
The 13.ghtfrom the battery of xenon-filled flash tubes issues from
the lower of these recta~ul,ar apertures and, when returning fra
the photographic objeot, reenters the light box through the upper
aperture. The ltght then passes to the rear of the light box and
is there reflected downward into the cemera proper through the
master aperture shown in figure 2(b).

~the left of figure 5 the edge Of the housing for the film
holders is seen as a large ,Ifght.gray rectang~, and a small portion
of the houstng for the ftlm rolls, tke black crackle-finished pOr-

“ tion at the ‘extremelower left of the camera,is also seen.

.

The housings for the fi~lmholders and film rolls may be seen
more completely”in figure 6, which was exposed from the right rear
of the camera. These housings are approxi~tely 120° sectors of two
concentric cylinders; the taller inner cylinder is the housing for
the fil.mholders, and the low, flat outer cylinder at the bottom of
the csmera is the housing for the film rolls. In the central part
of the film-holder housing may be seen a small sliding cover for a
window,whioh Is used for focusing. At the top of the llght box
in figure 6 may be seen four sets of sorews for adjusting four
mihors that reflect light down through the master aperture into the
osmera proper.

The cover is removed from the film-holder housing in f~g&e 7,
‘wliichis otherwise the same as figure 6. Removal of the cover allows
a view of the extreme,upper ends of 15 film holders, with a strip
of film extending out of the uyper end of each holder. After a photo-
graphic sequen~ is exposed, about 1 foot of film is drawn out from
thb;top of each holder and cut or torn off. The cover to the film-
holder housing Is then replaced and the camera is ready for another
shot. “

The film-holder housing and the film-roll housing, which are
welded’together to.form an integral unit, have been removed from the
camera and laid down in the foregzmund”in figure 8. In this figure
the 15 curved film-holders, conforming to the surface of a sphere,
=ybe clearly seen. Fifteen rolls of film in the fire-roll housing,
each 100 feet long, are threaded through velvet-edged slits in the
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lower-part of thefil.m-holderhousing and hence through the yelvet-
llned film holders trom bottom to top. .Infigure 8, slightly above
the center of the central film holder, may’be seen a rectangular
aperture provided for focusing. This aperture conforms in position
with the previously mentioned window in the film-holder housing.

,,

In figure 9, five of the film holders Mve leen removed from the
camera. The velvet-surfaced cover strips have also been removed from
three of the film holders. A film holder and a cover strip ~ be
seen lying on the.inner surface of the film-holder housing to the
left of the inch sCale. The six apertures through wh$ch photographs
are exposed ti’each of%he filn holders may be seen where the cover
strips have been removed. Some of”the lenses in the hemispherical ‘
wall of the evacuated chamber may be seen through the open space made
by removal of the five film holders. Black paper tubes have been pro-
vided, extending from eaoh lens to the corresponding aperture in a

film holder. Some of these paper tubes may be seen in place and one
of them that has been removed from the camera is lying on the inner
surface of the film-holder housing. On the central level of each of
the three uncovered film holders may be seen a small stencil. A
flashlight b“ulb,mounted ina small housing Inside each film holder,
is flashed once for each photographic shot to mark each film strip
with a number, 1 to 15, throu@ the stencils, The sockets for sev-
eral of the flashll@t bulbs ua$ be seen in the space made by removal
of the five film holders.

The 90 refocusing lenses in the hemispherical wall of the evac-
uated chamber are shown in figure 10, in which all the film holders
are removed. The 15 sockets for the film-marking flashlight bulbs
may be seen. On the central level of the hemispherical chamber wall
may be seen the outer surface of a bracket that supports four front-
surface mirrors. By means of’these mirrors, the four light beams
that conw down througlithe master aperture at the top of the camera
are reflected through”four ob~ective lenses into the evacuated chamber
and onto the came= rotor. Four sets of five screws may be seen at
the outer s&face of “themirror-holding bracket; these screws provide
the necessary adjustments for the mi~ors.,.,

Figure 11 is like figure 10, except that the bracket with its
four mirrors has been removed from the hemispherical chamber wall
and laid at the bottom of the camera ,Iustto the left of the inch
scale. The four objective
ms$ now 30 seen. ‘

A came& rotor of the
pension and drive is shown

lenses In ~he hemispherical chamber wall

type used with the electromagnetic sus-
l.nfigure 12.

.

“

.

*
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Disadvantages

The camera has a number of

end Aberrations

di.sadvan~es that are a necessary
result of the extreme high sWed for which-it was designed. some
of these disadvantages are listed and discussed:

1. The photographs taken with the camera cannot be proJected
as a motion picture just as they come from the camera, but must be
carefully and painstakingly re~rinted. In the simplest form of the
camera (fig. 1) with only one ob~ective lens and with the refocusing
lenses arranged in the same ,planewith the obJectfve lens, the lenses
could be matched and located accurately enough that the series of
secondary images would appear in proper position for projection as
a motion picture on one circular strip of film. Such an arrange-
ment, however, would greatly reduce the length of the series of
pictures that could be taken in one shot with the camera. The sac-
rifice of protectability of the pictures appeared to be necessary
in order to get a sertes of pict~s of the length desired and at
the speed desired. As the camera was actually constructed, the
in!agesare scattered over the different film strips in a very com-
plex order; their positions horizontally and vertically are very
irregular; different bages are rotated as much as 90° relative to
each other, and the images.are not all of the same size. In order
to project the photographs as a imtion picture, a special projec-
tion printer, designed and constructed by Carl Louis Gregory of the
National Archives, permits individual adjustment of the position of
an image vertically and horizontally, the orientation of the image
rotationally, and the magnification of the image.

2. The primary image formed on the camera rotor by an ob~ective
lens is in a plane perpendicular to the axis of’that objective lens.
When this primary image is viewed by the light of the reflected
beam, the tmage has the appeamnce of being perpendicular to the
axis of the reflected keam. As eeenby the light of the reflected
beam, the primary image therefore has the appearance of rotating
about a line in its own plane with the same angular velocity as
that of the axis of the reflected beam. Consequently, during the
tine of e~osure o+ a secondary tige, only those parts of the
Prkw i~ge that are located on the axis of the image rotation
aypear stationary. The other “partsof the Trimary image move out
and in f~om that axis; but worse, in the secondary image all parts
of the image except the axis of rotation move in and out of focus
because of the apparent rotation of the primary image a%out the
line in its own plane. The motion even of the outermost parts of
the image out and in from the axis of image rotation is entirely
negligible. The blurring of some parts of the secondary image
caused by the motion of those parts in and out of focus, however,
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amounts to about 0.5 peroent of the tmage
ends of the exposure. The effect is less
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because the in~enstty of the exuckure ~raduallv increases
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extreme
might seem
from and

diminishes to’zero at the hegi~ing an~ end of-the exposure; for
?WSt CWthe expomre the di~~er Of the oirole of 00@usion oaused
by this effect is considerably less tkn 0.S percent of the image
diameter.

3? The four primary i~ges formed by the four stationary objec-
tive le~e.s must each be fooused in one fixed plane. Because the
pri?llaryimages are formed on different reflect~ng surfaoes at different
times; and on different parts of the different reflecting surfaces
at different timee, and because the different reflecting surfaces
are gyound on dtfferent angles relative to the axis of rotation, the
prinmry images cannot be focused exactly on the”reflecting surfaces
excqyt for a few of the exposures. Xn,the.oases where the primary
images do not fall exactly on the ~flecting surfaoes, an apparent
translational motion is im~rted to the primary images duringthe
exposure of the individual secondary images, This apparent trans-
latio~,l motion of the primary image causes a smearing of the sec-
ondary image as exposed on the film. ~is aberration is by far the
mOst serious. In extreme cases, this aberration moves portions of
the seoondary image almost 10 percent of the Image diaqeter during
the exposure. Here again the effect Is less serious than it might
seem because the e%~sure intensiiiygradually approaches zero at the
%eginning and the end of exposure.

4. Because the reflecting surfaces refleck the ligh~ beams out
atan angle to the horizontal -plane,they produce an apparent rotation.
of the yrimary image about the axis of the reflected beam during the
exposure of an individual secondary,image. This effect produ~s a .
rotational smear of the exposed image. From a practioal standpoint,
however, this rotational mar is only a measure of the variation of
the aberration disau~eed in paragraph 3 between one part of an image
and another. As the magnitude mentioned for the aberration in pragraph
3 is the ~ximum that oocurs, the rotational smear does not need to
be added but in”fabt amounts to a palliation of the aberration of
par~apb 3.

5. The motion of the reflecting surfaces on the oa~ra rotor
is not rotational alone but iricludesa translational component, Part
of the translationalmotion is in a direction parallel “tothe P~~
of the reflecting surfaoe and is of no. consequence, but in uw
cases a primary imge falls.on a part of a reflecting surface that
has a very cons~.derabletranslational velocity perpendicualr to the
plane of the reflecti~,surface. ~is tra@ational vel~city Of the
reflecting surface d.au-sesthe corresponding seoondary ima~e on the
film to go in and out of foous during the prooess of exposure.

—
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cases this aberration causes a circle of confusion somewhat
than 0.5 percent of the image diameter at the beginning and
of exposure. This aberration and the aberration of’para-
may be treated together, in which case the primary image

may-be regarded as’rotati~ about a line.,in its own plane but a line
that does not pass through the image itself.

6. In cases where a single refocusing-lens pair forms tWO,
three,or’four secondary @ages that are utilized, these secondary
images do not all come into sharp focus with the same positions of
the refocusing lenses because these different secondary Images are
formed with the rotor in different angular positons. This aberration
could be eliminated by the refractive effect of small flat plates
of transparent material placed ~afnst the photosensitive film on
the emulsion side, with a different thickness of plate for each
secondary image. ‘lhisaberration is so small, however, comp=ed
With som of the other aberrations that’correction haEInot ap~ared
worth while.

SAMPIE CW PHOTOGRAPHS TAK3NWITHUIXRAHIGH-SPEED CAMERA

Seven selected frames (not consecutive) from a photographic
series of the phenomenon of knock in a s~ark-ignition engine taken
with the ultrahigh-speed camera at the rats of 200,000 frames yer
second are shown in figure 13. Twenty consecutive frames of thts
same photographic series formed the basis of a study of spark-
ignition engine knock reported in reference 5. The first two f-s
shown in figure 13 were exposed before the knock started to develop.
In each of these frames about one-half of the combustion chamber is
seen in a view looking almost straight down on the top of the piston.
The combustion started at a spark plug located at the extreme left
of’the chamber, the side that was outside the field of view. Before
,tieexposure of the first two frames of the figure, the flame
traveled all the way across the field of view from left to right,
and at the t-imesof exposure of these two frames the flame was in
the posttion indicated by the black cloud at the right si~e of each
frame. T%e light gray mottled area in the left of each frame rep-
resents the gases in whioh combustion was complete.

The pictures show the Wzrning zone as black and the burned
regions as light gray, the reverse of what would normally be expectid$
because the pictures were takenby externally supplied light pro-
jected into the combustion chaaiberthrough glass windws. This light,
after passing through the gases in the combustion chamber, was reflec-
ted frcnna mirror on the yiston top back through the combustion-
&amber contents end out of the glass window to the camera, The

. . ... ., ..-. -

—
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burning gases scatter the transmitted light to such an
does not get through to the camera. The burned gases,
the transmitted light to pass through in approximately

TN No. 1405

extent that it

however, allow
straight lines,—-

al.lowingit to reach the ob~ective lenses of the camera. The l~ght -
radiated by the burning gases was not sufficient to photograph at
200,000 frames per second.

The time intezyal between exyosures of frames 1 and 2 was 20 micro-
seconds, whereas the interval bet-weenframes 2 and 3 was only 5 micro-
seconds. The start of the knock development, whfoh is a detonation
wave, Is first visible in frame 3 as”a whitening of a portion of the
black burning zone in the location ehown by the two white asrows.
Although the tine interval between frames 1 and 2 was four times as
long as the interval between frames 2 and 3, the change in the appear-
ance of the combustion zone between frames 2 and 3 is greater than
the change between frames i and 2. The normal burning process that
precedes the occurrence of knock Is so slow in comparison with the
knock phenomenon that the pictures taken at 200,000 frames per second
show practically no change.in the space of four frames with the normal
burning, but show very marked change between two successive frames
after the knock begins to develop.

In frames 4 and 5 of figure 13, taken 5 and 15 microseconds,
respectively, after the third frame, the knock reaction eats into
the black burnhg zone very rapidly and also produces a dark gray (not
black) oololtationin a part of the burned gases. Frame 6, exposed
20 microseconds later than frame’5, shows a number of small black spots
explalned’as oonglomeratlonsof free carbon released by the booking
detonation wave. These conglomerationsof free oerbon, being opaque
to the transmitted light, show up as black spots in spite of the fact
that they are intensely ~ncandescent. Their incandescence is no
match for the transmitted light by which the pictures were taken and
because of the extremely high picture-taking rate the fnoandescenoe
is not sufficient to.photographp

In the last frame of figure 13, exposed 25 microseconds later
than frame 6, the conglomerationsof -carbonparticles have been drawn
out into streaks in the direction of gas motion. Apparently the
physical inertia of the carbon particles acted in some manner to
draw them out into streaks as the expanding gases rushed by a% tre-
mendous speed.

After several years of delay caused by technical difflcultle~,
the ultrahigh-s~eed camera has been put into successful operation at

.
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the rate of 400,000 frames per second with good.prospects of much
higher speeds without further dlffioulty. Such speeds cannot be
obtajned without sacrifices and.the sacrifice in definition has
been great. In spite of the poor definition, however, the camera
has served.its purpose of providing definite confirmation of the
detonation-wave charaoter of knock. In any future redesignof the
oamera, no effort should.be spared to bring the six different lens
levels more olosely together in order to reduce aberrations or to
introduce any possible fuMamental changes in the design to reduce
aberrations. Appreciably better definition could probably be
secured in the present design of the oamera by use of ob~ective and.
image lenses of hl.gherquality.

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, June 10, 1947.
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(a) Horizontal Section.

Figure 2.-Schematic diagram of ultrahigh-speed camera.
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Figure 2.- Concluded. Schematic diagram of uitrahigh-speed camera.
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Figure 3.- Positions of four stationary primary images relative to rotor
surface at one instant during rotation of rotor.
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Figure 7.- Rear view of ultrahigh-speed

from film-holder

camera with cover plate removed

housing.
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Fig. 9
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Figure 9.- Ultrahigh-speed camera partly disassembled showing details
from refocusing lenses outward.
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Figure 11. - View of 90 refocusing lenses and four objective lenses of ultrahigh-speed camera, ~
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Fi gure 12. - Rotor used
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Figure 13.- Seven selected frames from sequence of knock in spark-
ignition engine taken at 200,000 frames per second with ultrahigh-speed

came ra. (Arrows In frame 3 indicate start of knock development. )


